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The Dealer’s Guide to Automotive SEO

Every car dealer has a website now – the days of being successful just by throwing up a website  
and putting some cars on it are long gone. If your dealership isn’t showing up on the first or second 
page of Google, it’s unlikely that anyone will find it. 

If a tree falls in the forest and no one is there to hear it, does it make a sound?  
The same thing goes for your website – if it’s not at the top of Google’s  
search results, it might as well not exist.

You use search engines on a daily basis, but do you really understand how they work? This Guide  
to Automotive SEO will help you understand how search engines work, how they decide what  
to show in their results, and how your dealership depends on them for continued success.  
Whether you’re doing your own SEO or contracting a company to do it for you, we believe                     
that every dealer should understand the fundamentals.
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Search Engine Basics

1. Search Engine Basics

If you boil it down to the most basic concept, a search engine attempts to return a list of the most 
relevant responses to a question.

That’s a very simple summary of a very complicated process. In order to return that simple list  
of results, the search engine has to know about every website and what’s on them.  The search 
engines use automatic programs called “robots” or “spiders” to look at websites and interpret  
the content. 

This process is called “crawling,” and it takes a mind-numbingly massive amount of resources.  
The robots start on a single page and look at the coding of that page. They record the content  
of that page, then branch out and follow any links that lead off of that page. They then repeat  
the process on each of those pages, and so on. 

For example, if Company A has a link on its website pointing to Company B, search engine robots 
will follow that link. Not only will the robots now crawl the content on the website for Company 
B, they’ll make a note of the fact that Company A linked to Company B, which gives the content  
of Company B a boost in relevance.

Once the spiders have crawled a site, the content is stored in the database for that search engine.   
No one knows the exact numbers, but many estimates suggest that Google uses over 1,000,000 servers  
to store its massive database.1   

Crawling is not just a one-time process – search engines continually crawl the web in order to keep 
track of fresh content and links. When you consider the billions of links that exist on the Internet, 
you can see why search engines need so much storage space.

1 http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/01/technology/data-centers-using-less-power-than-forecast-report-says.html
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Determining Relevancy and Importance

So now the search engine has a massive database of billions of online pages that it uses to answer 
questions entered by users. The search engine has to determine which web pages have content  
that is relevant to the question asked, and then it has to rank those results in order of importance.

Search engines have developed advanced mathematical 
equations called algorithms that allow them to consider 
multiple factors of the pages in their databases. 
For example, Google’s algorithm considers over 
200 unique factors to determine the relevancy  
and importance of a website.

Think of it this way: if there are 100 car dealers in your city, only 10 dealers will show up on Page 
One of Google. Google has to sort through all of the dealers in your city and then rank them in order 
of perceived importance. Just having a website doesn’t qualify you for Page One ranking on Google – 
you’ve got to have the strongest signals to beat out the other dealers.

The search engines don’t share what’s in their algorithms, because then it would be easy for 
people to manipulate the system and rank higher. Luckily, they have published general guidelines  
for websites to follow.

Google’s algorithm considers 
over 200 unique factors  
to determine the relevancy 
and importance of a website.

Search Engine Basics

SEO Guidelines from 
Google’s Webmaster Guidelines

• Make pages primarily for users, not search 
engines.

• Create a useful and information-rich website. 
Write pages that clearly and accurately 
describe your content. 

• Make sure that <title> elements and ALT 
attributes are descriptive and accurate.

• Make a site with a clear hierarchy and text 
links. Every page should be reachable from at 
least one static text link.

• Use keywords to create descriptive, human-
friendly URLs.

SEO Information from 
Bing’s Webmaster Guidelines

• Create keyword-rich content based on 
research to match what users are looking for.

• Produce fresh content regularly.
• Make sure that you use a clean, keyword rich 

URL structure.
• Make sure your content isn’t hidden inside of 

rich media (like Flash or Javascript).
• If you want to have text indexed, don’t place 

it inside of images. For example, don’t place 
your company name and address online 
inside a logo image.
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No Matter How Smart You Are, Search Engines Are Smarter

Years ago, the search engines only looked at the keywords on a page and the inbound  
and outbound links, but they’ve gotten increasingly smarter over the years. Now, they take into account  
the semantics and meaning of a page, as well as the design and layout of the site. The robots  
are smart enough to determine if the text on a page is “conversational” or not, so you’ll be penalized 
if you’ve crammed a keyword in and the text doesn’t sound natural.

It’s important to think of SEO as enhancing the content on your site so that it’s more useful  
to potential customers. As soon as you think of SEO as a way to “game the system” or “trick Google,” 
you’re doing the exact opposite of what you should be doing. Just focus on creating useful, relevant 
content that helps your customers - THAT’S what will help your site rank higher in the search engines.

Search Engine Basics
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2. Why SEO is Important

Why should you invest effort, time, and money in SEO? Would you build your dealership  
in a remote area of town where no one ever goes and then not advertise? Think about most print ads  
and television ads – they all promote the website of the business running the ad. If you don’t promote 
your website, then your customers won’t find it.  Think of SEO as a way to advertise your website  
to customers who don’t know who you are or even know you exist!

Americans conducted 20.3 billion searches in just one month1

•	 Google accounted for 13.4 billion searches
•	 Yahoo! accounted for 3.3 billion searches
•	 Bing accounted for 2.7 billion searches

Google	sends	90.63%	of	all	search	traffic	to	websites2

Yahoo	sends	3.78%	of	all	search	traffic	to	websites
Bing	sends	3.72%	of	all	search	traffic	to	websites

A	#1	position	receives	18.2%	of	all	click-through	traffic	for	a	search3

•	 The #2 spot gets 10.1%
•	 The #3 gets 7.2%
•	 The #4 gets 4.8%
•	 Every other position gets less than 2%

The total click-through rate for the top 10 positions in Google is 52.32%3

According to Google’s 2012 Think Auto Study, a dealer’s 
website is now the #1 source for research when buying a car.  
If potential customers can’t find your website, you’re not going 
to convert them.

You’ve got two main goals with your dealer website:

1)  You have to create an extraordinary website. It needs to have the best, most useful information 
for potential customers, it needs to be well-designed, and it needs to be easy to navigate.

2)  You have to make sure that your website is easy to find and ranked high in the search engines.

Competition is fierce – every dealer is fighting to be on Page One. Google changes its algorithm 
daily and you have to stay on top of the changes in order to maintain your rankings. The dealers 
who keep current with their SEO and actively try to provide the best user experience will reap  
the benefits of increased visibility and traffic.

SEO is a way to advertise your 
website to customers who 
don’t know who you are or 
don’t even know you exist!

Over half of the click-throughs 
for any search go to the first 
page of search results.

Why SEO is Important

1 comScore, October 2011
2 StatCounter Global Stats, 2012
3 Slingshot SEO, 2012
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3.  On-Page Ranking Factors for Dealer Websites

While your main goal is to create useful, relevant content, you’ve also got to make sure your content 
is optimized.  There are certain elements and signals that the search engines use to determine what 
the content of a page is actually about. When you’re working on the content for your dealer website, 
follow these guidelines:

• Use the targeted keyword in the title tag at least once. You should place it as close  
to the beginning of the title tag as possible.

• Use targeted keyword once prominently near the top of the page (usually in your H1 heading).
• Use targeted keyword at least 2-3 times in the text on your page.  Use variations  

of the phrase, and use the phrase a few more times if you have a lot of text on your page.
• Use the targeted keyword at least once in the ALT attribute of an image on the page.  

This helps with both standard search and image search.
• Use the targeted keyword once in the URL, if possible.
• Use the targeted keyword at least once in your meta description. This has no effect  

on rankings, but it helps attract clicks from users.

The most common question we hear is “Why don’t I rank for XYZ?” In almost every case, 
we look at the site and see that XYZ is only mentioned once in the text on the page…  
and that’s it. If you want your dealership to rank for a phrase, you have to be sure to use 
that phrase in the locations listed above.

On-Page Ranking Factors
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Title Tag

The title tag should be an accurate and concise description of the content on the page. It is displayed 
at the top of the browser window, and is usually used as the title of the link when that page is shared 
on social media. It is the most powerful ranking factor when it comes to keyword optimization,  
so it’s critical for ranking success.

Best Practices for Title Tags:

• Keep your title tag to 70 characters or less. Search engines will cut off any title tag 
that has more characters.

• Your targeted keywords should be placed at the beginning of the title tag. The closer they 
are to the beginning, the more weight they have for ranking, and the more likely that a user 
will click the link in search results.

• Use your dealership’s name for brand awareness. Put your brand name at the end of your title 
tags to boost brand awareness.

• Make your title tags readable. Throwing a bunch of keywords up that don’t make sense 
together won’t help your ranking. Plus, you’ll scare off potential clicks in search results.

H1 Headings

H1 headings are the larger headlines that appear at the top of your site’s pages. Your H1 heading 
should sum up what the page is about. We see dealer websites all the time where the H1 headings 
match the text on the button that leads to that page. Remember, we’re not just talking about search 
engines – your website needs to be useful for customers too. Which of these headlines do you think 
is better optimized?

About Us

Or

Joe’s Car Shack, the Best Source for Used Cars in Dallas

On-Page Ranking Factors
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Image ALT Attribute

Search engines can’t see what’s in the images on a website. ALT tags are included in the HTML code 
that embeds the image on a page and are used to describe the image. When you put a short text 
description in the ALT attribute, the search engine associates that text with the image file. 
Instead of seeing a blank file, it reads your description.

URL

The URL of a page is the web address of that document. Your URLs appear in several different 
locations, all of which are important to both search engines and your users.

• The URL is displayed in the address bar of the browser. Clean, understandable URLs provide  
a much more positive user experience.

• The URL is displayed as the second line in search results. While it doesn’t matter as much  
as it used to, having your targeted keyword in the URL can still boost your rankings.

• When your URL is used as anchor text (clickable text) in a link on other sites on the web,  
it’s vital to have a descriptive link that users will understand.

Most dealer website providers use a smart URL structure that automatically builds URLs  
with important keywords. Open your website and head over to your inventory. Click on the first 
vehicle you see. Does your URL use important make, model, and location keywords, or is it a mass  
of random numbers and letters?

www.domain.com/?page_id=6&category=ef09eef3-66d0-428a-8c38-
c15ebde6f222&itemID=4a1683be-5c73-44cb-b598-195cc00b6d6f#virtualShowroom 

www.domain.com/2010-Toyota-4Runner-RWD-Plano-Texas-75074

See how much cleaner the second URL is? It’s less than half the length of the long messy URL,  
and it includes words that describe the content of the page. If you see the link on a page,  
you know exactly what that page will be about.

On-Page Ranking Factors
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Meta Description

The meta description is code that provides a short description of the content on the page.  
Search engines don’t use meta descriptions in their ranking algorithms, but they are used as the 
short text description that shows up under a listing on the results pages.

Think of the meta description as a teaser for your page.  You’ve got about 160 characters to write 
something that will attract users to your page. A compelling description that uses your targeted 
keywords can drastically increase your click-through rate.

Meta Keywords

The meta keywords tag used to hold a lot of weight. You could list all the relevant keywords  
for the page to help the search engines determine what the page was about. It was heavily abused 
and has been completely ignored by search engines for several years now. 

Page Content

Your page content is the visible text on your page. If you want to rank for a keyword phrase,  
you’ve got to have content relevant to that phrase on the page that you want to rank.  
Don’t over-use your keyword, and make sure you include variations of the phrase. 

Your content should be unique and informative. In fact, the search engines will penalize your site  
if you have duplicate content.  Don’t be satisfied with the boilerplate text you got from your website 
provider – update your content and make it your own.

Freshness Matters

The search engines have updated their algorithms to analyze the freshness of the content  
on websites. Fresh content is a signal of relevancy. If all other signals are equal, a website  
with fresh content will rank higher than a website with content that hasn’t been updated in months.   
This is where many car dealers fall short – once their dealer website is set up, they never change 
their content, other than loading in new vehicles. Make sure you’re updating the content on your 
website on a monthly basis, at a minimum.

On-Page Ranking Factors
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4.  Keyword Research

One of the most important aspects of SEO is thorough keyword research. Remember, you want 
your site to rank well for the terms that people type into the search engines. You’ve got to put your 
CSI hat on and do some research so you know how your customers are using the search engines.

The single biggest mistake we see in the automotive industry is that dealers build their entire website 
without doing any keyword research. You can’t optimize your site for search engines if you don’t 
know what people are looking for.

Here’s a perfect real-world example: 
A dealer called us and asked why he wasn’t ranking anywhere on Google for the phrase 
“used cars Denver.” We took a quick look at his site, and in about 30 seconds we were able 
to answer his question with 100% certainty – his dealership didn’t have the phrase “used 
cars” anywhere on its website.

Dealers like to use the phrase “preowned” instead of “used” because they think it creates  
a more positive perception. Let’s head over to the Google AdWords Keyword Research 
Tool and test a few queries to see how customers search…

Google Adwords Keyword Research Tool
https://adwords.google.com/o/Targeting/Explorer

First, set your location to United States 
and your Match Type to [Exact]. This 
will return only exact phrase matches  
for searches in the United States. Let’s  
start with “preowned automobiles 
Denver,” since that’s the phrase that 
the dealer used on his  dealer website.  
We’ll also look at “preowned cars 
Denver” as well as “used cars Denver”  
so that we get a full picture  
of the possible search volume.

Keyword Research

https://adwords.google.com/o/Targeting/Explorer
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Preowned automobiles Denver: Zero searches 
Even if the dealer ranked #1 for that phrase, it wouldn’t bring him any website traffic.

Preowned cars Denver: Zero searches 
Even if the dealer ranked #1 for that phrase, it wouldn’t bring him any website traffic.

Used cars Denver: 4,400 estimated monthly searches 
Obviously, this is the phrase that the dealer should be targeting.

It’s important to realize that it’s not just about getting traffic to your site – you need the right kind 
of traffic. If you’re a buy here pay here dealer, you want to bring visitors to your site that are looking  
for a buy here pay here dealership. If you’re a Ford dealer, you want customers on your site  
who are looking for a Ford.

How Much is a Keyword Worth to Your Dealership?

The keyword tool will show you how much estimated traffic there is for a keyword, but what does 
that mean for your bottom line? To understand the value of a keyword, you have to understand  
how valuable the potential traffic is to your dealership. 

Here’s a simple process to help you estimate the value of a keyword:

1. Do	your	keyword	research	so	you	know	the	term	you’re	studying	has	high	traffic	volume
2. Buy a sample campaign at Google AdWords

You can “test” traffic with a PPC (Pay Per Click) campaign. Buy a campaign for that keyword, 
set your match type to “exact match,” and point the traffic to a relevant page on your site 
(NOT your home page). Keep the campaign running until you get at least 100 clicks.

3. Calculate the value of the keyword
For example, let’s say that your PPC ad ran for a month and received 2,000 impressions and 
100 click-throughs. Out of the 100 visitors, 2 purchased a car for a total profit of $2,000.   
That means a single visitor is worth $20 to your dealership. 

Using the figures we mentioned back on page 6, we know a #1 position receives 18-36% click-
through rate. At 2,000 impressions per month for that phrase, that means 360 to 720 visits  
to your website every month. At $20 per visitor, that’s $7,200 to $14,400 per month… or $86,400 
to $172,800 per year!

Keyword Research
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Understanding Keyword Demand

When you’re doing your keyword research, it’s also important to think about keyword demand. 
A shorter phrase will have much more traffic because the phrase isn’t as specific. As you add more 
words to the phrase, it will receive less traffic, but the traffic will be much more relevant. For example:

“cars” – 823,000 estimated monthly searches – but these searches might be for general 
information, for children’s toys, or for images. The searches are not necessarily local,  
and not necessarily people looking to buy.

“used cars” – 550,000 estimated monthly searches – a bit more targeted, but still very general. 
The searches are not necessarily local, and not necessarily people looking to buy.

“used cars Dallas” – 3,600 monthly searches – much more specific. This is locally targeted, 
so it’s much more likely to be a customer looking to buy a used car in Dallas.

“used cars in Dallas under $10,000” – 0 monthly searches – even more specific. While the 
estimated search volume is zero, someone with an exact search query like this is definitely 
looking to buy, and you know exactly what they’re looking for.

It’s also important to note that spelling and word order matter. The search engines consider  
“used cars Dallas” to be a different search than “Dallas used cars”. Make sure you’re optimizing  
for the phrase that will bring the most traffic, but make sure that the keywords make the best sense for 
your dealership.

Longer, more specific search phrases are called “long tail” keywords. Long tail searches account for 70% 
of the searches performed on the Internet. Even more importantly, long tail keywords usually convert  
at a higher rate, since users use more exact search phrases when they’re later in the buying cycle.

Keyword Research
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Here are a few tools that can be used to research keyword demand:

• Google AdWords Keyword Tool
• Google Trends Keyword Demand Prediction
• Microsoft Advertising Intelligence

We suggest using the Google AdWords Keyword Tool. It will show you estimated search volume  
as well as the predicted cost per click for running a PPC campaign. Make sure you set your Match Type 
to [Exact] and your location to United States. Remember, the numbers displayed are for estimated 
searches. The number of site visitors you’ll actually receive from ranking for that keyword will be much 
lower (don’t forget, even if you’re #1 for a phrase, you won’t get every click for that search).

Understanding Keyword Difficulty

As you’re working on your keyword research, it’s important to consider how difficult it will be  
to achieve high rankings for your desired keywords. While demand is important, you have to think 
about how much effort is required to achieve Page One rankings. If you’re in a competitive market 
and big brands have claimed the top 10 results for a phrase and you’re just starting to do SEO, 
you’ve got a long, uphill battle ahead of you. It’s still possible to achieve top 10 rankings, but it could 
take years of effort. You need to consider keyword difficulty so you can set realistic expectations 
for your SEO campaign.

We recommend using the SEOmoz Keyword Analysis tool. It does an excellent job of calculating 
keyword difficulty and comparing the score to other similar phrases.

Keyword Research

https://adwords.google.com/o/KeywordTool
http://www.google.com/trends
http://advertise.bingads.microsoft.com/en-us/bing-ads-intelligence
http://pro.seomoz.org/tools/keyword-difficulty
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5.  How Design Affects SEO

Search engines are constantly tweaking their algorithms to help them return the most relevant 
results to any search performed. They have become increasingly smarter, and they now have a very 
good idea of the types of pages and websites that satisfy users.

We know that the search engines interpret CSS styling on the page when they crawl a site.  
Years ago, webmasters tried to fool the search engines by placing a huge paragraph of keywords 
at the bottom of every page on a site – but they’d make the text the same color as the background, 
so humans couldn’t see the text. The search engines now look for that tactic and will penalize a site 
if it’s found. 

Now, the search engines also look at how the page layout is designed when the page is crawled. 
Typically, the “best” quality sites have these features:

•    They’re easy to navigate and understand 
•    They have easy-to-read, relevant information related to the query
•    They are professionally designed and accessible to all browsers
•    They feature high quality, credible content

Web pages don’t exist in a vacuum – people interact with them every day and that pattern  
of interaction provides incredible insight to the search engines. 

Usability and user experience are a “second tier” influence on search engine success. Your site’s 
external popularity will be directly influenced by how your website looks. We like to call this  
the “nobody likes to link to a cruddy site” behavior.

How Design Affects SEO
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6.  Link Building – Gaining Votes of Relevance

Think of the Internet as a massive city. Every website is a building, and the links between sites  
are the roads. For users to be able to reach a site, there has to be a link to that site (or a road that 
leads to that building). 

Remember – the search engines are trying to return relevant results, and a link to your site  
is interpreted as a “vote” that your site has worthwhile content. Since the 1990’s, search engines 
have used links as a signal of a web page’s popularity and importance.

Links aren’t the only part of the equation, but they’re still one of the most powerful ranking signals 
for the search engines. Sites are analyzed based on the number and popularity of the links pointing 
to them.

Link Building
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Understanding Link Signals

If you’re reading this and thinking you should rush out and get as many links as you can,  
stop - all links aren’t created equal. Links are interpreted in different ways, depending on where 
they’re coming from and how they’re formatted. Here’s a basic list of the important link signals  
the search engines look at:

Popularity Matters
The more popular a site is, the more weight links from that site will carry. A link from CNN.com  
or cocacola.com will carry much more weight than a hundred links from joebobsbasketweaving.com.

Context Matters
Where a link comes from can matter, as can the subject matter of the linking site. For your dealer 
website, a link from a local car club site would carry more weight than a link from your cousin’s 
basket weaving blog. Beyond context, local links also matter - if you have a link from a business 
located near you, it counts for more than a link from an identical business 5 states away.

Anchor Text Matters 
The anchor text is the actual clickable text on a link. Using the right keywords in your anchor text 
used to be a very powerful signal to search engines, but recent updates have changed the way 
anchor text is interpreted. For example, if you have 50 sites linking to you, and every link says  
“used cars Dallas,” it won’t look natural to the search engines. It’s much more likely that other sites 
will use your dealership’s name, or even something generic like “click here.”

Trust Matters
You’ve been on the Internet, so you know how much spam is out there. It’s estimated that as much 
as 60% of the Internet is spam. The search engines have developed systems to try to sort out  
the irrelevant content. Trust is a huge signal – links from highly trusted domains can significantly 
boost your ranking. Universities, government websites, and non-profits have high trust domains.

Who You Link To Matters
Spam can go both ways – a website that links to spam is most likely a spammy site itself. The search 
engines will look at the link profile of your website so it can fully understand your linking profile.  
It’s important to be careful which sites you link to – a few links to untrusted sites can tank  
your rankings.

Social Sharing Matters 
In the last few years, social signals have become more important to the search engines. Links shared 
on social networks are treated differently than more “permanent” links on websites, since the links 
are quickly buried by the constant social updates. Search engines are adjusting their algorithms  
to include social signals, so make sure you’re creating share-worthy content.

Link Building
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OK, So How Do I Get Links?

Link building is probably the most difficult and time-consuming aspect of SEO. No link building 
campaign is the same, but you can get a good head start by following these guidelines:

1. Check your competitors’ backlinks
Use an SEO tool that will analyze your competitors’ links and let you see what they’re doing. 
We recommend using SEOmoz’s Open Site Explorer to look at other dealers who rank higher 
than you do. You’ll be able to see where they’re getting their links from so you can replicate  
what they’re doing.

2. Be careful with free directories
With Google’s recent Penguin update, low quality links are no longer a good signal  
for your website. There are thousands of free directories out there where you can list your site,  
but we no longer recommend this tactic. Pay attention to the directory – if it’s relevant  
to your dealership, it’s ok – but if it’s a generic directory, stay away.

3. Check the number of links on the page
The value that a link passes to a site is diluted by the presence of other links on the page.  
In other words, if site A is linking to site B and there’s only one link on site A’s page, that link 
is more powerful than if there were 20 links on the page. As you’re researching which sites 
you want to get links from, it’s important to pay attention to the number of links on the page 
and stay away from sites with a high number of outbound links.

4. Follow vs. no-follow
Some websites add rel=”nofollow” to links. That little snippet of code tells the search 
engines not to count that link as a standard “vote.” No value is passed along with that link.  
That doesn’t mean they’re not worth going after – they’re a natural part of any website’s 
link profile. When you’re deciding which sites to get links from, it’s important to make sure 
that you’re going after links that will be followed, since those will be the ones that boost you  
in rankings more quickly.

5. DO NOT BUY LINKS
Let me say that one more time - DO NOT buy links. There are hundreds of websites  
and services that offer to sell you links. Stay away! The search engines devote a huge amount 
of effort to detecting purchased links. Websites that are caught buying links can get penalized 
or even banned from the search engines.

 

Link Building
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Five Link Building Strategies That Work

I know you’re reading this and saying, “OK, get to the part where you tell me how to actually get 
those good links!” Your dealership is unique, so your strategy should be unique… but here are some 
general tactics that are road-tested and proven to work:

Get your customers to link to you
This one’s easy. Your customers have websites, so ask them for a link – it’s that simple. If you 
have vendors or partners that you work with regularly (maybe the detail shop up the street  
or the shipping company you use), ask them for a link. 

Start a blog and make it useful
So many dealerships start blogs and then just write posts about the cars they want to sell.  
That’s not the way to do it! Blogs let you add fresh, useful content – and they’re even recommended 
by the engineers at Google. Write informative, valuable content. You’re a car expert, so share that 
automotive knowledge!

Create content that inspires viral sharing and natural linking
In the SEO field, we call this “linkbait.” A perfect example is the Best Craigslist Car Ad Ever.  
The simple Craigslist post got millions of views and even got the guys who posted it interviewed 
on the local news. Remember, you’re a car expert – share your knowledge or hilarious stories and 
people will link to you.

Do “real stuff”
Real companies do “real stuff” in real life. For example, Ford sponsors the Drive One 4 Ur School 
test drive events where money is donated to local schools for every test drive. Want to guess what 
happens when those events happen at a local dealership? They get links. Sponsor a Little League team.  
Volunteer at a charity event. Be involved in your community. Don’t try to manufacture reasons  
for people to link to you – do “real stuff” and they’ll link to you anyway.

Be social
Social media sites have become much more than just places to post photos of your vacation  
or what you had for dinner last night. Social sites have become news sources – news breaks  
on social sites first because the audience is always listening. Spread links to your dealership’s website 
on social media sites. Got a new blog post? Share the link. Big sale next weekend? You’d better share  
the link. If you share useful information, the people who read it will share it as well. The more  
your site is shared, the more likely it is that people will link to it.

Link Building

http://blog.autorevo.com/2012/05/the-best-craigslist-car-ad-ever/
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7.  SEO Mythbusting

There’s a lot of misinformation out there regarding SEO. Unfortunately, SEO companies  
are like car dealers – there are some really good ones, and there are some really bad ones.  
Here are  a few of the most common misconceptions about SEO. We want to set the record  
straight so that you understand the facts and have realistic expectations for your SEO campaign.

SEO is too much work for minimal results.
False. SEO is actually one of the most efficient marketing strategies. There are a variety of ways  
you can check on your progress and evaluate what’s working and what’s not. There are also multiple 
tools that provide incredible insight about potential customers.

SEO requires a diverse set of skills. You have to understand the “behind the scenes” of the Internet. 
You have to understand website code. You have to have marketing know-how. You have to know 
how to write. 

Yes, it DOES take time to do SEO, but given that over half of new and used buyers say Internet 
research was the most influential element in their vehicle purchase, it’s time well spent.

Results are guaranteed.
False. No one can guarantee SEO results. Read that again: no one can guarantee SEO results. 
Whether you’re talking about organic search or PPC, there’s simply no way to guarantee results. 
Every dealership is different, and every city is different. If you have someone who knows what 
they’re doing in your corner, it’s very likely that you’ll get great results – but it’s never guaranteed. 
If anyone tells you that they guarantee SEO results, they’re lying.

More keywords means better rankings.
False. Actually, the opposite is true. You might hear the phrase “keyword density” – it’s the 
idea that there’s an optimal percentage of the number of times a keyword should be used 
on a page. There’s no such thing. It’s called “keyword stuffing,” and you don’t want to do it.  
Your text should be conversational. You wouldn’t repeat the same word in every single sentence 
when speaking, so don’t do it on your site.
 

SEO Mythbusting
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Submitting your URL will help you rank.
False. Not only is it not necessary to submit your site to the search engines, there’s actually no way 
to do it. Back in the early days of search engines, you had to submit your site to the search engines 
to be included. Today, the search engines follow links to discover new sites. If you hear a company 
talking about submitting your site to all the search engines, they’re blowing smoke.

If your site isn’t showing up immediately, something is wrong.
False. Sometimes it can take up to a year for a new website  
to really do well in the search engines. Google is notorious  
for keeping newborn sites discreet until it can really get a handle 
on the relevance of that site. Google wants to be sure that a site 
it recommends to millions of search users isn’t spammy. If you’re 
putting up a new website, you’re not going to show up just because 
you have that site. You need to build those relevancy signals – 
get some inbound links, interact on social media, and add fresh, 
relevant content to your site so the search engines get a strong 
sense of what you’re all about.

Meta Keywords Boost Rankings.
False. We mentioned this back on page 10, but it’s important enough to mention again. Years ago, 
you could list all the keywords you wanted to rank for inside of your meta keyword tag – and you’d 
magically appear for those keywords. Webmasters realized they could rank for any term by listing 
it in the meta keyword tag, even if the page had nothing to do with that keyword.

Since the meta keywords were so abused by spammers, the search engines stopped considering 
them in their ranking algorithms. While it’s still important to write a useful description in your meta 
description tag, the meta keyword tag is completely ignored by search engines.

Sometimes it can take 
up to a year for a new 
website to really do well 
in the search engines.

SEO Mythbusting
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SEO	is	a	one-time	fix.
False. This is completely and totally false. SEO is not a “set it and forget it” process.  The Internet 
is always changing. Not only do the search engines constantly tweak their ranking algorithms, 
your competitors constantly update their websites. SEO is truly an ongoing process – you’ve got 
to continually tweak your content, add fresh content, build relevant links, and engage with your 
customers socially.

Link building is easy.
False. Any person or company that tells you this is flat out lying. It requires significant time 
and effort to build relevant links to your site. You have to find other websites that are willing to link  
to you and give them a good reason to do so. You have to research opportunities to get your site  
out there. You have to do “real world stuff” so that people have a reason to talk about your dealership. 
You have to create quality content and continue to update that content.

There are no quick fixes. You can’t just trade links with other sites. You can’t just join a website 
network that shares links. You definitely can’t buy links (unless you want a huge penalty  
from Google). Devoting time and effort is the ONLY tactic that will work in the long run.

PPC will help you rank organically.
False. This is one of the most common SEO myths, but it’s never been proven. In fact, no one  
can even show any correlation or reason the myth still persists. The search engines store PPC  
and organic data separately to prevent any type of crossover. PPC can be very effective, but it has 
nothing to do with organic rankings. You don’t get penalized by not doing PPC, and you don’t see 
any benefit if you do.

My company has the secret to Google success.
False. If you hear this, feel free to say, “Liar, liar, pants on fire!” There is no silver bullet.  
There are no companies with special partnerships with Google and no companies that have an inside 
track. Google employees who work on the algorithms don’t even know the full picture – they work 
in separate areas, on different parts of the algorithm. Your best bet is to follow best practices while 
keeping current on search engine updates. Read this guide and keep it handy – not only will you have 
a better understanding of SEO, you’ll be able to quickly see which SEO providers know their stuff.

SEO Mythbusting
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8. How To Measure SEO Success

SEO success isn’t measured simply by checking your rankings for various keywords. You could 
rank number one for literally hundreds of keyword phrases, but if those phrases are never used  
by anyone, your site won’t gain any traffic. It’s definitely important to track how you’re ranking,  
but that’s not going to provide a true picture of the effectiveness of your SEO efforts.

Every dealership is unique, and you’ll always have unique metrics that matter to your business,  
but the following list is nearly universal. If you’re running an SEO campaign on your dealer website, 
these metrics are critical to tracking your success.

1.	Traffic	From	Search	Engines

It’s absolutely critical to track the traffic that’s 
coming to your dealership’s website from  
the different search engines. We’ve seen 
situations where a dealer’s overall traffic 
dropped, but search engine traffic actually 
increased. You’ve got to analyze search engine 
traffic separately.

Once you’re logged into Google Analytics, click Traffic Sources, then click Sources, and then select 
All Traffic. This will show you a list of your traffic sources. Direct traffic comes from people typing 
your URL directly into the browser or using bookmarks. Referral traffic comes from links on other 
websites. Organic traffic comes from the various search engines. 

It’s important to track overall traffic from search engines as well as traffic from each individual 
search engine. You should also identify what percentage of your overall traffic comes from search 
engines.

How to Measure SEO Success
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2.	Visits	From	Specific	Search	Terms

The keywords that send traffic to your site  
are incredibly important. You should watch  
for trends in demand, monitor your performance 
on important terms, and look for opportunities 
where you can bring in more traffic.

Inside of Google Analytics, click Traffic 
Sources, then click Sources, then click Search, 
and finally click Organic. This list of terms 
shows you the phrases that users typed into 
search engines where you were returned  
as a result, that then lead to click-throughs  
to your website.

Branded vs. Non-branded

It’s incredibly important to separate your keyword traffic 
into “branded” and “non-branded” traffic. 

Branded traffic comes from any keyword phrase  
that contains your dealership name, your address, or your 
phone number (and make sure you include any misspellings 
of your dealership name). When users are searching for your 
business, they’re specifically looking for you – and they’re 
going to find you, since you SHOULD rank number one  
for your dealership name.

Non-branded traffic comes from the more generic keyword 
phrases like “used cars Dallas.” Users that find you because 
of these phrases are looking for a dealership in their area, 
but not a specific dealership. If you rank high enough  
for these phrases, you’ll get click-throughs. This is where SEO 
really pays off, because you can grab potential customers 
who aren’t specifically looking for your dealership.

We suggest tracking your top 50 keywords every month. 
Download the list from Google Analytics and analyze  
your terms. It will help to highlight all of your non-branded 
terms. Add up the visits from your branded terms and 
your non-branded terms. Watch those numbers over time  
and track your progress.

How to Measure SEO Success
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Don’t Forget Seasonality

You’ve been in the car business long enough to know that there are seasonal cycles. When people  
get their income tax refunds, you’ll see a boost in your business – and you’ll see a boost in website traffic 
and searches as well.

Typically, August and September are slower months, so don’t be surprised if you see a dip  
in search volume and site traffic. You could rank number one for several phrases, yet see your search 
traffic drop from one month to the next. Search behavior changes, so it’s important to remember  
that outside factors influence how users will search.

3. Conversions by Source

When it comes to your bottom line, your dealership depends 
on leads that convert into buyers. You should be tracking every 
conversion on your site – any form that can be submitted should 
be tracked. If you’re not tracking conversions on your dealer 
website, go log in to Google Analytics and set up conversion 
goals right now. 

Track the different types of forms separately so you can see 
which forms drive the most conversions. Use Google Analytics 
to see which sources are providing the most conversions. 
As your SEO efforts boost your rankings and your search 
engine traffic, you’ll see conversions from search engines  
go up. You can even analyze which search terms brought the 
most conversions. Look for easy wins (find keywords that bring 
you traffic that converts) and work on increasing your rankings 
for those terms.

BONUS: 
Use our custom Google Analytics report to easily track conversion sources - http://bit.ly/goal-source

Important Conversion Tip

Your most important points of conversion are the forms on your vehicle details page.  
Make sure your vehicle pages provide a strong reason for customers to fill out a form. Take the time  
to upload GREAT photos. Write a unique and useful vehicle description. We talk to so many dealers  
who upload 7-10 photos and either don’t write a description at all or only write 2 sentences.  
PLEASE don’t be one of those dealers! You’re competing against every other dealer  
in your area, and they’re all loading tons of photos and writing amazing descriptions. 

Potential customers WILL shop around and look at other websites.  If someone is interested in a specific 
vehicle, and they see it on your website and another dealership across down, which form are they 
more likely to fill out?  Your page with no description and 10 so-so photos, or the other guy’s page  
with 40 amazing, detailed photos and a clear, informative description?

How to Measure SEO Success
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4. Pages That Get Visits From Search Engines

Not only should you track the keywords bringing traffic to your site, you should also track  
the pages that your users are landing on. You’ll always receive most of your visits to vehicle details 
pages, since customers who are later in the funnel will search for specific makes and models.  
It’s important to track the other pages that get visits to see what’s performing well. If you’ve 
got a service department but your service page isn’t getting any traffic from search engines,  
that’s a pretty clear signal that you need to optimize that page and add more content. 

It’s important to check the bounce rate on landing pages as well. If you’re receiving search traffic, 
but those visitors leave without looking at any other page on your site, you know that they’re  
not finding what they’re looking for. Work on that page to make it better, and you’ll see more traffic 
sticking around on your site.

 
A Final Note About Keyword Rankings

If you track your keyword rankings, or your SEO provider includes keyword rankings in your reports, 
it’s important to remember – rankings will fluctuate. Keyword rankings change millions of times 
every day to millions of pages, so don’t drop everything and freak out if you have a few keywords 
drop a few spots. Ranking algorithms are updated constantly, competitors change the content  
on their sites, sites will gain and lose links… there are a multitude of reasons for ranking fluctuations. 
If you see a dramatic drop, you should check your on-page elements and make sure you haven’t 
over-optimized the page or violated any guidelines, or check to see if you’ve lost some links. 

It’s also important to note that many times you’ll see sudden spikes in rankings when you add  
new content to your site (or when you first optimize an un-optimized site). You’ll have a brief period 
of high visibility followed by a sudden and dramatic drop. This is commonly referred to in the SEO 
industry as a “freshness boost.” Don’t be alarmed if this happens to your site – as the search engines 
index your content and determine relevancy, your rankings will climb back up after the drop.

How to Measure SEO Success
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You’ve made it to the end of the Dealer’s Guide to Automotive SEO! Now you’re ready to start 
optimizing your own website – or you’ve got the knowledge to choose the right SEO provider 

to work with. Get out there and get to work!


